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got my vote?On August 15th, protests in Chicago ended in 
24 arrests and many injured dur to agitators 
and rioters. Photo by Annemarie Mannion

aug. 9-14

Administrative staff gives insight into how socially-distanced ROTB was orchestrated

According to Assistant Principal Janice Chen, there 
were many fears and uncertainties associated 
with planning a socially-distanced picture day 

and textbook distribution. Administration had begun 
orchestrating this event before last school year ended, yet 
safety precautions and changing requirements caused the 
final plans to be solidified only two weeks before the first 
distribution day. 

“We had no idea in terms of timing, manpower and traffic, 
so it was really just organizing to the best of our ability and 
adjusting as the time went on,” Chen said. “Each day, every 
grade level looked a little bit different because the books 
were different, but also the freshmen had more confusion 
and were not [as] familiar with our campus [compared to 
the seniors].” 

In addition to approximately 500 cars going through 
Running of the Bulls each day, the summer heat and 
ongoing construction required what Chen calls an immense 
amount of teamwork and organization. Although she had to 
reach out to every department to compile all the needed 
textbooks, Chen explains that many groups helped create 
an efficient and effective textbook distribution system.

  

“There’s no way we could have done it without help from 
the office staff to classified staff,” Chen said. “It was just such 
a huge endeavor. We had PSTA volunteers and leadership 
student volunteers [taking] morning and afternoon shifts, 
which really helped.”

Throughout the event, Chen felt most content seeing the 
differing reactions of the students as they left their cars to 
pick up their pile of books at the end of ROTB.

“It felt like school was starting even though we knew it 
wasn’t going to be a normal start to the school year,” Chen 
said. “But it was nice to see that students and parents were 
looking forward to some kind of normalcy with school 
starting.”

After fully enduring the difficulties of distance learning, 
Chen still reminds students to push through these times 
and enjoy the extra family time and valuable lessons this 
unique experience brings.

“We will get back to normal one day,” Chen said. “We 
will be able to be in the same room one day again and 
on campus together again. Even though this is not ideal, 
hopefully [we] can [use] this time for the positives. 

    —Ellie Kim

[A] needle in a hay stack 
College & Career Advisor 
McKenna Parfet searches 
for a French workbook 
for a student. Stacks of 
textbooks were created in 
the student union to help 
staff members distribute 
them during ROTB. Photo 
by Ellie Kim
[B] clean exchange Senior 
Hritanshu Rath receives 
textbooks from staff 
member at ROTB.   The 
few students who walked 
or biked were given 
priority during the process 
and maintained safety 
guidelines throughout. 
Photo by Ellie Kim

Seniors drive through 
socially distanced 

Running of the Bulls. 
Arnav Raut (12), 

Anokhi Shah (12) and 
Anika Deshpande 

(12) took advantage 
of their driver’s 

licenses and visited 
campus for photos 

and textbook pick-up 
without their parents. 

Photo By Ellie Kim
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A look into this year’s pandemic adapted Running of the 
Bulls and textbook distribution day
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Assistant Principal 
Mike White guides 
cars towards the 
student union. 
Families were able 
to drive all the way 
through campus to 
ensure safe social 
distancing. Photo by 
Matvey Jenssen
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I think it’s good that our school 
is like keeping safe. I’m excited 
for senior year. But like, online 
school, it’s kind of a bummer, 

but I think we’ll get through it.“

On campus, [I saw] everything 
was closed down, everyone in 
their cars — so I [feel] that the 
year will have some learning 

curve to it.”

Students who
walked through 
ROTB share their first 
impressions for this 
school year

EMILY SHEN (12)

SHYAM
SUNDARAM (12)

Budget cuts on the US postal service announced 
to cause possible mailing delays for the November 
elections. Photo by Jason Redmond

love of learning
Staff and teachers prepared for the coming 
school year by having a session provided by 
the school on being anti-racist educators.  on the streets

1. check in

2. gym

3. rally court

4. stud. 
union

Akash Dubey (12) 
puts a number card 
on a student’s car at 
the ROTB enterance. 
These numbers 
are recorded to 
ensure the correct 
textbooks are given 
to students. Photo 
by Ellie Kim

Marvin Wu (11) 
directs Nathan Wang 

(11) towards the ID 
picture area. Caution 

tape walkways led 
students in the gym 

from taking their 
photo to receiving 

their ID card. Photo by 
Matvey Jenssen

James Ouyang (12) 
returns his number 

and receives his 
textbooks. Staff and 
volunteers retrieved 

textbooks for each 
student from the 

stacks of books placed 
in the student union. 

Photo by Ellie Kim
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